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1. Commencement 

2. The sage leads the way 

3. The archer pulls the bow 

4. The maiden shoos the crane (left) 

5. The maiden shoos the crane (right) 

6. The maiden shoos the crane (left) 

7. Reign in the horse 

8. The fisherman casts his net 

9. Beginning of heaven and earth 

10. Troop of immortals set forth 

11. The fan slices the moon 

12. Butterfly emerges from the chrysalis 

13. The swallow dives 

14. White crane stands on one leg 

15. White crane turns its head 

16. The general greets the emperor 

17. Reel in the mermaid 

18. The soldier holds the lantern 

19. The soldier lights the way 

20. Phoenix spreads its wings 

21. White crane flaps its wings 

22. Shoot the cannon 

23. White crane dips its beak 

24. Fu Hao ties her sash 

25. The musician plays his zither 

26. Dancing crane 

27. The golden carp bounds on the river 

28. The wind rolls up the lotus leaf 

29. Grind the mill 

30. The rhino spears the moon 

31. Twin elbow strikes 

32. The roc spreads its wings 

33. Left intercept and sweep 

 

34. Right intercept and sweep 

35. Pool where the dragon dwells 

36. Birds return to the forest to roost 

37. Salvage the moon from the bottom of the sea 

38. The golden carp bounds on the river 

39. Saddle the horse 

40. The jade tiger pulls the rope 

41. Wild geese prepare for flight 

42. Wild geese fly over head 

43. Wild geese flap their wings 

44. Flying petals settle on the dew 

45. Twin swallows dive to the right 

46. Twin swallows dive to the left 

47. Twin swallows dive to the right 

48. Pool where the dragon dwells 

49. Gods point to the blue mountains 

50. Butterflies swirl to and fro 

51. The shield catches the spear 

52. Double lower crane blocks 

53. White crane stands on one leg 

54. The pheasant tail opens before the throne 

55. Butterfly emerges from the chrysalis 

56. The mandarin duck builds a nest 

57. Single hook kick 

58. Brave tiger roars 

59. Swallows flit to and fro 

60. Bright mirror reflects the face 

61. Flying stars reflected along the water 

62. Double lower crane blocks 

63. Flying petals settle on the dew 

64. Golden pheasants dance 

65. Follow heaven’s path 

66. The conclusion 

 

 
 


